Sensory Scavenger Hunt

Pick an object you LIKE and draw a picture of it...

How does it smell? __________________________
How does it feel? ___________________________
Does it make any noise? ____________________

LISTEN for 2 sounds that you like...
Sound #1 is a __________________           Sound #2 is a __________________

LISTEN for 1 sound that you do not like...
The sound is a __________________

Use your nose to find something that SMELLS...
good: _______  Does the smell remind you of anything? ____________
bad: _______   Does the smell remind you of anything? ____________

Find something that FEELS....
cold: _______________            rough: ________________
wet: ________________              fuzzy: ________________

Pick an object you DON’T LIKE and draw a picture of it...

How does it smell?
______________________________
How does it feel? _______________________
Does it make any noise? ____________________